
         There are many scriptural clues and factors that give a clear indication 
as to who the biblical individual named “Job” truly was. The first and most 
immediate would be the fact that the Bible is a chronicle of the historical 
events that happened to the Israelites, these are their records, and the book 
of Job is just one of those writings of Israelite hardship that happened at 
the hands of a Shatan (an Edomite descendant). The word “Shatan” is a 
Hebrew word and not an English word, so to better understand this word 
it should be viewed in its proper English translated form, which are the 
words “Adversary” or “Opponent”, that is the correct English translation 
of the Hebrew word Shatan and does not have any additions in reference 
to any form of Big Red Monster that dwells in darkness nonsense.  

       Many people have the Christian Mythology still fixed in their minds 
and are incapable of breaking free from the false illusion perpetrated upon 
them by those that have controlled us via this invisible creature that no 
one has ever seen except by way of Movies and false European based 
fantasies that have come down through the centuries since their creation 
of this false religion of Christendom by the council of Nicea in ca. 325 
A.D. The reality is that everywhere the word “Shatan” is mentioned in 
the Bible it's meant to indicate someone that is in opposition, usurping, 
traducing, being an enemy, a persecutor, a hater, or being a deceiver, or 
one that resists according to the definition found in Strong’s Concordance 
#H-7853.  
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       This is the exact reason why Christ called Peter “Shatan” in both 
Matthew 16:23 and Mark 8:33, because he was arguing with Hamashyac 
and RESISTING the course that he had to take in order for the 
prophecies and propitiation (to appease or to try to stop someone from 
being angry with you by doing something to please them) to be satisfied 
in respects to past law breaking (sins). Irrespective of the incorrect 
addition to the book of Jude in verse 9 when supposedly mentioning 
“Moses” H-4872, it should in fact read “Mashayac” being H-4899 from 
H-4886, an obvious error in translation by confusing the characters ח and 
 :the reality is that Jude 9 should read like this ,ה

Jude 9 “Yet Michael the archangel (Yet The messenger who is like a Judge, 
Power {God) when contending (having a sharp discussion) with the Devil 
(Adversary/ Opponent) he disputed about the body of Mashyac, dared not to 
bring against him a railing accusation, but said, The Lord rebuke thee.”   

       This was the very same Devil or Shatan that was prophesied in 
Zechariah 3:1, 2 that we see fulfilled in Matthew 16:23 & Mark 8:33, it 
becomes very clear once you dismiss the mythology and apply sound 
research and reasoning. 

       The purpose for that explanation being given was so a more realistic 
and honest picture can be seen beyond the false Christian expression that 
is only supported by way of irrational emotions. Nevertheless, let's 
continue developing the point in as clear a way as possible in order to lift 
the veil from over the eyes of us true sons of Yasharahlah. 

       A lot of people don't seem to know that the Arabic equivalent of the 
word Job is أیّوب,  Ayyūb, and the Arabic definition means “He who will 
return” or “He who returns”, this in itself is NO small matter, considering 
that the Arabic language is the closest relative in definition to the original 
Hebrew and is why scholars have always used it as a reference guide 
when trying to interpret the intent of many Hebrew words. The bulk of 



Arabs are Shemites (descendants of Shem through Abrahams sons {aside 
from Isaac-} Ishmael, Zimran, Jokshan, Medan, and Midian, Ishbak, and 
Shuah), thereby being Shamatic [Semitic is an improper pronunciation], 
and though their original written characters have changed from the Paleo 
Hebrew form, it still has held it's meanings of the Hebrew language. The 
reason this holds a lot of weight is due to the relevance in connection to 
Jacob’s grandson whose name was “Jashub/Yashab” (Gen. 46:13 as well as in 
1 Chron. 7:1), who was a son of Issachar, whose definition actually means 
= “He will return”, as clearly seen in the Blue Letter Bible's definition 
online. This is the same reason when you look behind your Strong's 
Concordance in the "Complete Topical Index to the Bible" under the 
name Job it mentions right next to it “Returning”, which completely 
coincides, and is in agreement with the Arabic definition of the word 
“Job” and the Hebrew name “Jashub/Yashab”. If the definition of the 
individual was actually the one found for Job in Strong's Concordance 
H-347 and not Jashub/Yashab, then it would have had written right next 
to the name....... “Hated”, but instead it gives the definition for the name 
Jashub/Yashab. It would seem pretty obvious that the scholars are trying 
very hard to maintain some historical accuracy in order for all the true 
history not to be lost completely in the propaganda of the falsification by 
Eurocentrists.   

        Just those things mentioned alone could very well make a strong 
enough argument denouncing the false perception that Job was an 
Edomite. However, there is one particular stumbling block that needs to 
be addressed in order to clarify that misinformation, and that is a particular 
opinion found in The Septuagint. 

        The Septuagint is a Greek interpretation, I’m sorry but that needs 
to be repeated.......The Septuagint is a Greek interpretation of the Hebrew 
writings of Genesis to Malachi. I'll only go into some details that clearly 
point to it NOT being written by the actual Hebrews of the Southern 
Kingdom of Judah, though it has been proven many times over as being 
the Alexandrian text with which all modern transcriptions are derived, and 



not an actual 70 or 72 (LXX) Judean scribes who supposedly would have 
written a Greek Septuagint version of their linguistic Hebrew code of 
ethics [Laws].  This so-called Septuagint [or LXX], as stated before, is a 
rendition of the Hebrew writings of the Israelites and has in its version 
many Opinions/ Suggestions/ and embellishments.......basically it has a lot 
of bogus additions that Edomite scholars began inserting now that they 
had a more liberal and unchallenged breathing room for the creation of this 
“Septuagint”, since the true Judeans were killed and/ or expelled out of 
Jerusalem in 70 A.D. with only the Edomite converts being allowed to 
remain.  

Over the years, many Edomites have made attempts to produce a superior 
translation of the Hebrew Scriptures into Greek. Several of the more 
prominent versions, and their authors, are as follows:  

    QUILA -- This man was related to the Emperor Hadrian                
(117-138 AD), and was the Emperor's construction superintendent 
overseeing several building projects in Jerusalem. While in Jerusalem, 
Aquila became a self-declared Christian, however, when he refused to 
abandon his practice of astrology, the other self-titled Christians withdrew 
their fellowship from him. He then demonstrated his contempt for them by 
submitting to circumcision and embracing the teachings of the Edomite 
Judean converts. As one of his projects, he set out to produce a new 
translation of the OT writings into the Greek language, now if there 
supposedly were a Greek version as a “Septuagint” already in existence 
then there would be NO need for another Greek version. This is just one 
point that lets you know that there was never a Septuagint before the 
creation of a Greek version by Aquila. Aquila's version received wide 
approval from the Edomite Judeans (many of whom were also, like Aquila, 
unimpressed with the Christian philosophies). By the time of Origen (184 
- 254 AD), Aquila's version was trusted implicitly, and was used by most 
all Edomites in Rome who did not speak Hebrew. In the 4th and 5th 
centuries (as is indicated in the writings of Jerome and Augustine) it was 
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also the version of preference among the current Edomite Judeans. Even 
the Emperor Justinian (483 - 565 AD) was in the support of this version 
as opposed to the Hebrew. When regulating the public reading of the 
Scriptures in the Edomite synagogues, he declared it “expedient to permit 
the use of Aquila.” 

   HEODOTION --- According to Irenaeus (b. 115 AD), Theodotion 
was a convert to the Hebrew laws, and came from the city of Ephesus. He 
produced more of a revision of the so-called LXX than an independent 
translation. The major defect of his version was his habit of 
transliterating Hebrew words rather than translating them. A scholar 
by the name of Field cites 90 such Hebrew words that Theodotion 
transliterates for no apparent reason. Although this practice would be no 
problem to one who knew both Hebrew and Greek, it nevertheless would 
cause a great deal of confusion to one who only knew Greek.  

      YMMACHUS --- According to Eusebius (260 - 339 AD), this  man 
was an Ebionite, a view that is also confirmed by Jerome (340 - 420 AD). 
The aim of Symmachus in his translation, as Jerome perceived it to be, 
was to express the sense of the Hebrew text, rather than trying to 
attempt a literal word-for-word rendering. He sought to “clothe”  the 
thoughts of the OT in the richer drapery of the Greek tongue" (H.B. 
Swete). In other words, he wanted to put his spin on this already altered 
Greek version. 

   RIGEN (184 - 254 AD) --- Origen was one of the greater scholars of 
the developing pagan Christian religion, and had tremendous knowledge of 
both Hebrew and Greek. Through extensive study, he soon began to 
realize that in many places the Greek text differed significantly from the 
Hebrew text of his day (This declaration clearly lets you know that the 
Greek had not surpassed the Hebrew writings as so commonly believed). 
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Origen felt that this developing pagan religion needed to possess a text of 
the LXX “in which all additions to the Hebrew text should be marked 
with an obelus, and in which all the omitted should be added from one of 
the other versions and marked with an asterisk. He also indicated readings 
in the most common Greek versions which were so inaccurate that the 
passage ought to be changed for the corresponding one of another 
version.” With this goal in mind, Origen produced the two great works 
--- the Hexapla and the Tetrapla, which were divided into eight and four 
columns respectively. This was a kind of ancient ancestor to our “parallel 
versions” of today.  

In the early part of the 4th century AD, Lucian, a presbyter at Antioch, 
and Hesychuis, an Edomite Egyptian bishop, both undertook similar tasks 
in the practice of revisionists. These two revisions were used primarily 
among the Eastern pagans. From the 4th century AD onward, there were 
no significant attempts to revise the text of the LXX, or to correct the 
inaccuracies of the various existing Greek copies aside from the 10th 
Century Canaanite/Khazar/“Jews” who were name tagged Masoretes 
who tried transforming the Hebrew characters and adding their own 
version of what the words should sound like as opposed to it’s true 
historical representation. These Masorete Canaanite/Khazars used their 
lingual Syrian/Tsyria/Tyree/Phoenician/Canaanite lingual grammatical 
alphabet as the guide by which to represent the new Hebrew as it is seen 
and spoken today. 

       These particular historical facts that can be sought out and explored 
regarding these writings are what let us true sons of Yasharahlah 
understand the magnitude of deception that has gone into formulating 
such a written hybrid of sorts.  This also should cause any unsuspecting 
reader of this titled “Septuagint” to be ever so scrutinous of many 
insertions that have been placed into these manuscripts and passed off as 
from a genuine original Israelite source.

       The main particular addition that has become a serious block of 
stumbling to many is where the Septuagint makes a side note 



addition to the lineage of the main character in the Book of Job to be 
from Edomite ancestry, and to declare that his true name was “Jobab”. 
What should be made very clear to everyone is that this addition is NOT 
inspired of YHWH (God), in fact this insertion of this opinion is 
nothing more than that.......an opinion that should have been made 
into a separate book of expositions rather than trying to insinuate that 
just by placing it within this Greek translation of the Hebrew writings, 
that this would somehow lend it credibility to unsuspecting readers. Unless 
the readers of this spurious addition were to actually research these very 
facts of how these insertions were made, they would be none the wiser 
and presume that such OPINIONS are in fact the word of 
YHWH (God), when in fact it definitively is NOT, and that there is no 
resource that validates that inserted opinion whether in Greek, Hebrew, 
Latin, or even Arabic.  

       Now, let's begin walking this story of Job from its historical point 
of reference, which the main identifier that seems to assign a timeline is 
Eliphaz the first born son of Esau, and his son Zophar/ Zepho/ Zephi                                
(Gen. 36:10> 1 Chron. 1:36). Regarding the name “Zophar” this name was 
the name change that is seen within the transliteration from the 
Septuagint regarding Zephi/ Zepho Eliphaz's first-born son as seen 
described in the ISBE under the name Zephi- Zepho. So the indicator 
being Eliphaz and Zophar his son, we can then reasonably conclude that 
the timeline easily matches that of Issachar's son /Yashab, but how and 
why did Jashub/Yashab end up in Uz/Az/Oz? 

        Now begins to unravel the true story; when Jacob was called by his 
son Joseph to come into Egypt because of the drought that engulfed the 
whole empire of Egypt, at his son’s behest he brought with him 70 souls 
(Gen. 46:26>Ex. 1:5), Jashub/Yashab being among them (Gen. 46:13> 1 
Chron. 7:1). When Joseph presented his father to Pharaoh, Pharaoh told 
Joseph these words:



Genesis 47:6 “The Land of Egypt is before thee; in the best of the land make thy 
father and brethren to dwell; in the land of Goshen let them dwell: and if thou 
knowest any men of activity among them, then make them rulers over my cattle.” 

       This is how Jashub/Yashab (Job) ended up with so much livestock in 
his possession (Job 1:3), due to Joseph giving him some of the 
responsibility of herding Pharaoh's stock as specifically stated by Pharaoh 
himself.  

       One of the biggest mistakes people make is in thinking that as soon 
as Jacob and his sons came to the capitol of the Egyptian empire, that they 
immediately went into hard bondage under Pharaoh. The reality is that 
Joseph was roughly 40 years old by the time Jacob came into Egypt, and 
Joseph lived to be 110 years old (Gen. 50:26), and the reason this is 
significant is due to the unreasonable thinking that the bondage of the 
Israelites happened right away, but to show this let's see how long after 
was when this bondage began.

Notice some very important words that are often overlooked: 

Exodus 1:[5]“And all the souls that came out of Jacob were seventy souls: for 
Joseph was in Egypt already. 
[6] And Joseph died, and all his brethren, and all that generation.” 

       If you noticed, it said that Joseph and his brothers died and all that 
generation of 70 that came into Egypt, that's not a couple of years, that's 
more like over 170 plus years for the 70 of that generation to have expired 
with their fathers. Along with that, it says in Exodus 1:8 that a new king 
came up that didn't know Joseph, now it would be impossible to believe 
that the Pharaoh's in any close time proximity to the reign of Joseph 
would not have known who Joseph was, unless it was that far removed 



into the future. Another thing is that people seem to think that the 
Israelites while growing in multitude were only living in Goshen. 
However, Pharaoh says in;  

Exodus 1:[9] “And he said unto his people, Behold, the people of the children 
of Israel are more and mightier than we.”  

       The Egyptians occupied all of Egypt, and though the Israelites began 
in the location of Goshen, it would be ridiculous to believe that the 
Israelites only stayed within the boundaries of Goshen, especially with 
there being more of them than the Egyptians.  

       All this to show that the hard bondage that had taken place upon the 
Israelites had not happened in the time period of Jashub/Yashab (Job), 
since he would be considered among the 70 of that generation described in    
Exodus 1:5, 6. 

       Now, any rational person that knows anything about livestock and 
how they need to graze, understand that you have to have plenty of land 
to occupy in order to satisfy the health of the animals by herding them 
about, as well as protecting them. This is further collaborated in the book 
of Job when mentioning that he had to have servants help him maintain the 
large amount of livestock that he was endowed with by Pharaoh’s vizier 
Joseph. This is why within the story of Jashub/Yashab (Job), he says 
something that lets you know that what had been given to him by Joseph 
(Lord/God/Judge/Vizier), he felt was now being taken away by Joseph; 

Job 1:[21] “And said, Naked came i out of my mother's womb, and naked 
shall i return thither: the LORD gave, and the LORD hath taken 
away; blessed be the name (position) of the LORD.”



       Now upon just quickly reading this verse some would simply interpret 
the word “LORD” as to mean ONLY relating to YHWH or the Most 
High, because it directs you to the Strong's definition H-3068. 
Nevertheless, at this point and time we need to remember what was done 
to the Septuagint in which many changes and insertions were applied in 
order to portray a false Christian mythological alteration of events that 
were never there to begin with. Instead of the capitalized word  
“LORD” (H-3068) being in these inserted points within the book of Job, 
the proper word should have been “lord” H-113 which means a sovereign 
ruler, mighty, a controller, a master. The definition for “lord” H-113 can 
very clearly be applied to Pharaoh’s Vizier Joseph as being the lord, ruler, 
master, etc., that Job believed had retrieved the tended livestock back from 
him. Livestock raised on ranches are an important part of a regions 
agriculture. Livestock provide meat for human and animal consumption. 
They also supply materials, such as leather and wool, for clothing, 
furniture, and other industries. This should give you further clarification 
as to why Jashub (Job) was considered to be one of the wealthiest of 
Israelite men within the land or boundaries of Uz/ Edom.  

       One of the most deceptively contrived mythologies of Christianity 
has been in making people believe that YHWH (God) was in the heavens 
gathering his messengers/angels and there was a fallen Angel named 
“Satan” who he was allowing to just do what he'd like by manipulating 
people into doing wicked things that he (God) didn't approve of.   

This very bizarre insinuation never truly made any sense, because it 
always suggested that YHWH never really had control of what was 
going on.  



The reality goes more like this: 

Job 1:[6] “Now there was a day when the sons   H-1121; a builder of the family name 
of power  God-{the ones in power at that point in history were the Hamites - Egyptians & other subjects 

came to present themselves before Pharaoh’s Vizier Joseph  Before the LORD, 
and Eliphaz  Edomite=Shatan=Adversary  came also among them.                                                                                                                                                   
[7] And Joseph  The Lord  said unto Eliphaz  Edomite=Shatan=Adversary , from 
where do you come? Eliphaz  Edomite=Shatan=Adversary  answered , and said, 
from going back and forth in the country   earth{H-776,  and from walking up and 
down in it.                                                                                                  
[8] And Joseph said unto Eliphaz   Edomite=Shatan=Adversary,   have you 
observed my servant Jashub   Job/Yashab ,  that there is none like him in the 



country   earth,  a perfect    law abiding   and upright man, one that respects power 
Magistrates/ Rulers/ God   and avoids evil ?                                             
[9] Then Eliphaz   Edomite=Shatan=Adversary   answered Joseph   The Lord,  and 
said, does Jashub   Job   respect power   Magistrates/ Rulers/ God   for no reason?                                                                                                      
[10] Have you not protected his surroundings, and around his home, and 
around all that he has around him on every side ? You have adored and 
favored   blessed {H-1288   the work of his hands, and his acquisitioned   An asset or 

object bought or obtained    property and cattle   substance {H-4735   is increased in the 
land.                                                                                                              
[11] But put forth thy creditors of custody   hand {H-3027   now, and get your 
hands   touch/ acquire {H-5060   on all that he has, and he will commit a blaspheme  
Curse/Treason {H-1288    in anger   Face {H-6440.                                                                                                                
[12] So Joseph said unto Eliphaz    Edomite=Shatan=Adversary,   Behold, he 
is on this side of your border    Power {H-3027;   don't put your hands on him. So 
Eliphaz    Edomite=Shatan=Adversary  walked away    Went {H-3318    from the face 
Presence {H-6440    of Joseph.”  

       But first, it should be understood that ancient Egypt was called the  
Land of HAM, so in other words the ancient EMPIRE that we have 
come to know as stretching from Ethiopia to as far west as Libya, and as 
far north as Canaan (and all of its districts), was all called “The Land of 
Ham” (Psalm 105:23, 27> Psalm 106:22> 1Chronicles 4:40).  
       

That is why this is said in: 

Psalm 78:[51] “And smote all the firstborn in Egypt; the chief of {their} 

strength     Power/God/Rulers   in the tabernacles   Dwelling places {H-168}    of Ham:”

         



       A truly compelling and more realistic happening of events can now 
clearly be seen when the veil of disinformation is lifted from before our 
eyes. But let us now dive into some of these particular events described in 
this clarified version, by comparing it to the scriptural precept 
corroboration needed for a thorough validation. Unlike the Hollywood 
mythology, the firstborn sons (according to the firstborn rights tradition of 
lineal succession) who were the leaders of each of the sub-Egyptian allied 
countries were the ones who were killed.......and not little baby’s as is often 
depicted by that false narrative. 

       When in the scriptures did the sons of power (God), or the chiefs of 
the Hamitic empire gather together in order to discuss any form of major 
event before Pharaoh? The answer is in; 

Genesis 47:[15] “And when money failed in the land of Egypt, and in the 
land of Canaan, all the Egyptians came to Joseph, and said, why should we 
die in thy presence ? for the money faileth.”   

       The visual that should  Not  be in your mind, is of the regular 
Egyptian layman or subjects of the capitol of Egypt coming before 
Pharaoh asking to be fed, since that's not what happened. An attention to 
details is how your reading comprehension will capture many of the 
details that help magnify this historical event that has gotten so lost in 
understanding through religious misrepresentations and misunderstandings. 



       The Chief sons of power (Hamite rulers), from their dwelling places 
of the land of Ham, came before Pharaoh in order to negotiate and barter 
for the grain that was famously plentiful within the CAPITOL of the 
Egyptian empire. When these chief men came before Pharaoh, he told 
them to go and deal with Joseph regarding trade and purchase 
arrangements (Gen. 41:55). This was a broader purchase and trade 
agreement that was being made and not a small local buying and selling 
transaction among the common people. The same sort of transactions are 
seen today when purchases are made by leaders of a country for the 
benefit of their subject people. Once the trade arrangements were made 
with Joseph, then the Gods (Chief men/ Leaders) would send their 
caravans to Egypt in order to transport the grain back to their 
neighboring countries. Now, notice that in Genesis 41:56 it says that the 
famine was over all the face of the empire (Earth- Country {H-776): and 
Joseph opened all the storehouses, and sold unto these chief men of the 



Hamitic empire of Egypt so that they could maintain their own regions 
with an attempt on regrowing their own crops (Further emphasized in 
Gen. 41:57). Because if you think reasonably, the amount of grains 
gathered and stored by Joseph would not be sufficient enough to satisfy 
whole states of people like Canaan and all of its provinces, as well as 
Libya, and as well as the capitol city of Egypt for 7 whole years. Really 
think about that, because then you'll develop a true visual of the actual 
events that took place and not the ridiculous version portrayed by 
Christianity and Hollywood mythology. 

       When crops are tended in a drought condition, the likelihood of all 
the crop surviving is not realistic, however, though the majority of the 
crop would be lost, some would still survive, and this is what was 
happening. The drought was so bad that these neighboring Hamite regions 
of the Egyptian Empire were incapable of sustaining themselves fully, and 
is why this pleading of sales from these leaders in arranged meetings were 
taking place (Genesis 41:57).

       If this drought was affecting the true Egyptians within the city of 
Egypt then it would NOT be saying in Genesis 41:54 that when the 
drought was in all the lands, that in the land of Egypt there was bread. The 
wording in Genesis 41:55 is being improperly translated as if to say that the 
drought hit the Capitol of Egypt. Because when you see the definition 
for the word “Cried” mentioned in Genesis 41:55, it is not using the 
definition for H-2199 as to announce or convene publicly, but rather, the 
Strong's number is H-6817 which means: to proclaim an assembly; call 
together; gather selves together, in other words a gathering together of the 
sons (Chief men) of God (Power) before Pharaoh’s Vizier Joseph 
(improperly changed to “LORD” as though referring to the Most High), as 
seen in the book of Job. The grater picture should be starting to make 
sense now. 

       Nevertheless, another indicator within the book of Job pointing to 
the Chief men (Powers/ God {H-430) assembling together in front of 



Joseph 2 times, is seen in the two gatherings mentioned within the verses 
of Genesis 47:14, 15 & Gen. 47:18-20, leaving no doubt as to what's actually 
taking place with these “Sons of God” epithet that is assigned twice 
within Job 1:6 & Job 2:1.  

       While contending with the chief associates that came to Job after all 
his property was taken away, Job testifies that his personal gains from the 
livestock that were loaned to him by Joseph were unjustly and criminally 
taken away from his possession along with the livestock of Pharaoh.  

Job 31:[11] “For this is an heinous crime; yea, it is an iniquity to be punished 
by the judges.
[12] For it is a fire that consumeth to destruction, and would root out all mine 
increase.” 

       Another clear indicator that Job was not referring to the Most High 
in respects to his troubles, but that in actuality he was saying that 
Pharaoh’s vizier (Joseph) was the one to blame for his condition, is when 
we see him talking to these chief antagonizers and proclaiming a very 
absolute reality. Upon Jashub’s (Job’s) servants telling him of the 
repossession of all the property and his children, they were contending 
with him as to what he would do when Pharaoh’s vizier would appear 
before him, and what would he tell him? Then Jashub (Job) tells them this; 

Job 31:[13] “if i did despise the cause of my manservant or of my maidservant, 
when they contended with me; 
[14.] What then shall i do whenGod (the Mighty One) riseth up? and 
when he visiteth, what shall i answer him?
[15.] did not he that made me in the womb make him? and did not one fashion 
us in the womb?” 



       It should be unmistakably clear that Job/Yashab was not saying that 
he and the Most High Yahawah were fashioned in the womb in the same 
way. This is how you’re able to see that Job/Yashab was referring to 
Pharaoh’s vizier (Joseph) being a man like him, and that both he and 
Joseph were made in the same fashion....... from the womb, since they were 
from a direct line and the same ancestor, namely Jacob. 

       There is another individual that is described and named according to 
his position and not his true given name within the storyline of Job/
Yashab.  The character titled ‘Elihu the son of Barachel the Buzite of the 
kindred of Ram’ is NOT a descendant of an individual named Ram, but 
actually of the kindred of him “set on high” since that’s what the word 
‘Ram’ means according to the Strong’s definition #H-7410. In order to 
clear up the Hebrew words that were left in their Hebrew wording 
instead of being translated to its English equivalent, those Hebrew words 
will now be clarified as to what they were actually saying in respects to 
this particular individual. 

The first word to be translated is ‘Elihu’, which is Strong’s #H-453 
(  VHYLA if you pay close attention you will notice that the (אליהוּ
characters displayed for the name ‘Elihu’ are identical to the characters for 
the name #H-452 ‘Eliyah’ (אליהו) VHYLA which was the name of the 
prophet Elijah. Now let’s see the actual definition and description of what 
this word means: #H-453; God (Power) of him. Now to the next word 
‘Barachel’ which is Strong’s #H-1292; God has blessed/favored. Now to 
the next word ‘Buzite’ which is Strong’s #H-941; the same as H-940} 
H-940; From  H-938}H-938; The same as H-937} H-937; From H-936 
disrespected:-contempt (-uously), despised, shamed}H-936;  a primitive 
root; to disrespect:- contemn, despise, x utterly. This word apparently 
addresses the condition that Joseph found himself in when falsely 
imprisoned by the Egyptian Potiphar after his wife’s false accusation. So 



if we add all the words together in their modern English translated forms 
then it would read like this: The power of him [that the] God (Chief) has 
blessed [and] contemptuously set on high. 

       You see, this was a description of an individual, and not a name of a 
person; this is why the storyline was not in agreement in its representation 
of the events because the story was manipulated into a false portrayal of 
events instead of the description of the famine that was associated with 
the story of Job/Yashab.  

        This individual tells you that he is sent in the place of God (Power/
Judge/Joseph) in Job 33:6. A very interesting thing is seen in the latter 
portion of Job 33:[6] “.......i also am formed out of the Clay” The reason 
the word “Clay” is highlighted is because it is not the word that should be 
there. The Strong’s #H-2563 is the Hebrew characters that were 
originally written in representing what should actually be there, however, 
it is not “Clay”. Please notice the Hebrew Characters in                   
#H-2563, and now take a look at Strong’s #H-2530.......they are the 
identical Hebrew characters. The reason this is significant is because what 
should read in Job 33:6 is this:

Job 33:[6] “Behold, i am according to your wish and am in Joseph’s 
(God’s) place: i also am formed (brought forth) out of that greatly beloved one 
(H-2530).  
        

       You see, this individual has come from the seed of Joseph (Pharaoh’s 
Vizier/Lord) and is in a position of Chief (Three-H-7969>H-7991), and is 
said to have been seen made into a “Third ” (Chief) in Genesis 50:[23]. 
The same Hebrew characters shown for “Three” in H-7969>H-7991 when 
declaring a “Chief”, are the same ones seen in H-8029, which should be 
clear that what was being said of Ephraim was that he was placed as a 



“Chief”, and not that Joseph saw his third Generation of grandchildren 
from him. This is in complete harmony in the story of Job/Yashab when 
He says in  

Job 33:[6] “.......i am according to thy wish in God ’s/The Judge/The 
Lord’s/Joseph’s place.”  

Because of his chiefly position.  

Now you can see that;  

Ecclesiastes 1:[9] “The thing that hath been, it is that which shall be; 
and .......there is no new thing under the sun.”  

Equates to Hosea 7:16.   

       The problem that people have is that they read the book of Job/
Yashab with an already set idea or mindset as to what the story is about, 
instead of  making a conscious effort in discerning the particulars that 
would debunk the Christian Myth that we’ve all been brainwashed with. 
By taking a closer look into the actual story, clues would begin to surface 
that would NOT allow for a mythical “Satan/ Fallen Angel/ Red 
Monster” fabricated myth to defraud the actual events that were taking 
place within the book of Job/Yashab. 

Drink from the fountain that makes the double-fruit grow into a Great 
Mustard (H-7898 from H-7896 [Appointed]) Tree, All Praise and Glory 
to YAHAWAH, Shalawm.


